Evaluation of the temporal effect to the peak tailing in flow injection analysis.
The deformation of a flow injection analysis peak from a Gaussian shape has two components: spatial and temporal. The former is mainly attributed to the Poisseulie effect in the tubular flow, whereas the latter is related to the observing position (of a fixed detector) at which signal is measured. The combination of the two makes a skewed peak track on the recorder chart. Therefore, an observed peak may imply a substantial fraction of a "false" tail due to the effect of non-simultaneous detection. An expanding-Gaussian model is proposed to simulate the purely temporal effect, and the asymmetric factors were compared with that of the experimental peak shapes. In most cases the peak deformation occurring in flow injection analysis should be regarded as "temporal". The contribution of the spatial effects (Poisseulie profile and others) might not be as significant as it was thought previously.